
INFLUENCER OUTREACH GUIDE



So, let’s talk about when is a good time to work with influencers. 

You can work with influencers on any project where you’re wanting to gain more visibility and 
exposure. When you’re thinking about your pitching, if one of your goals is to increase exposure 
of your project or product to a larger audience, you’ll want to consider working with an influencer 
or a group of influencers. Working with influencers is also a fantastic way 
to create momentum. Because of their larger audiences, it can give 
people the feeling of, your product or project being everywhere 
since it is being featured by so many high-profile people. 

Examples of projects that work well for influencers: 

• PHYSICAL PRODUCTS 

• AFFILIATES

• SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGNS 

• NON-PROFIT MOVEMENTS 

• INTERVIEWS (where you’re interviewing them) 

And how to create a brand of influencers people want 
to work with? I got you. 

First off, you want to be really clear on your mission and 
vision and have that communicated through everything you 
do. Like I said earlier, it is through your vision that you’ll be able 
to grab someone’s heart quickly. If you can grab someone’s heart 
over their head, you’ll thrive. 

You also want to show that you have an active and engaged community. You can display this 
through your numbers using straight up follower counts through a media kit or you highlight that 
through the level of engagement you get in any of your social media channels, email or website. 

Influencers want to work with people who have a clear vision, an 
engaged community and a confident and professional approach. 
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WHEN TO WORK WITH INFLUENCERS
+ HOW TO CREATE A BRAND INFLUENCERS 
WANT TO WORK WITH



You’ve decided you want to work with influencers. Now, how do 
you start reaching out to them? 
Build relationships or connections with influencers before you make the pitch. Sign up for their 
emails, follow them on social media, comment on their things, or send them an encouraging 
note before you ever make the ask. Get them comfortable with seeing your name. 

When you do approach them, personalize the pitch using details from their business and life, 
to make an authentic and personal pitch. Don’t mas email 500 influencers because nothing 
good will happen from that. ;) Use some of my scripts or the module on making the pitch to 
create a knock-out pitch template that you can individualize. 

You’ve got people to say yes to you! How do you care for your 
influencers? 
This is probably the most important piece for me because you can build bridges or burn 
bridges on how you treat people after they say yes. 

HOW TO REACH OUT TO INFLUENCERS + 
HOW TO CARE FOR YOUR INFLUENCERS

Make sure to have a clear process for what happens 
after they say yes that you follow and that you 
communicate that to the influencer. Make sure that 
you actually follow the process and do what you 
say you’re going to do. Integrity matters.

Say thank-you and show love to your 
influencers for being a part of your project! 
Send them a thank you card or a small gift to 
celebrate how amazing they’ve been to you.

Support them. When they have a launch going on 
or they’re releasing something new, show up and 
cheer them on. Even if you don’t make the purchase, 
being encouraging and generous with them is a huge part 
of supporting!
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Hear from Influencers
Don’t just take my word for it! 
Hear from a handful of influencers 
themselves on what makes a 
pitch stand out for them. Themselves!

RUBY FREMON
SPEAKER & COACH

Authenticity and heart. The only way a 
pitch jumps out for me is if it feels totally 
authentic and is spoken from the heart. 
The online space is way too cluttered with 
pitches that contain misleading or false 
promises; pitches that take advantage of 
people’s pain points. The one’s that feel 
the most refreshing to me are the ones 
that feel raw and real. When you inject 
yourself and your heart into your work, 
mission and messaging, the right people 
will find you.

CARRIE GRACE
CREATIVE TRIBE CONFERENCE

A pitch jumps out to me if the person takes time to know who I am as a person and 
the things that I love. For example: if someone sells clutches and emails and asks me to 
collaborate. I’d be more likely to say yes if the pitch includes the fact that they have a pink 
clutch that they think I would love. It shows that they did their research and knows me, 
and wants to work with ME not just any influencer.

MOLLY STILLMAN
BLOGGER & SPEAKER

For me, a pitch that includes something 
personal and/or something that says that 
the brand/company/person has done a 
little research on me and my brand to 
make sure it’s a good fit.
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LAUREN CARNES
PHOTOGRAPHER & COMMUNICATIONS

As a photographer & communications 
strategist with a background in public 
relations, I remember the days of pitching 
reporter after reporter in hopes of getting 
that golden “yes” response! It can feel 
scary and intimidating reaching out with 
something you’ve worked so hard on, crossing 
your fingers that they’ll see the value in the 
work that you’ve done - and for many of us, 
the heart we’ve put into something! 

However, one thing that I learned and still 
see every day in the creative industry is that 
the best pitches connect authentically and 
individually. There is nothing worse than 
getting an email that you know was blasted 
and BCCed to 500 people without any regard 
for relevance to the recipient or relationship 
to their work, passions or life. Take the time 
to do your research, find a way your pitch 
connects to the recipient, speak to them like 
real people, and goodness gracious, spell 
their names correctly! ;)

More than anything, remember there is no 
need to feel intimidated - after all... they 
really are just real people! The worst that 
can happen is they aren’t interested, but by 
connecting authentically and directly to the 
recipient, you just might build a relationship 
first, and get the “yes” because of it!

BROOKE SAXON-SPENCER
BELONG MAGAZINE

REESE EVANS
THE YES SUPPLY

A pitch stands out to me when I can 
see that the person pitching has done 
their research and really understands 
yes supply and what we stand for. I love 
to collaborate, but I want to collaborate 
with people who are as passionate 
about empowering women and helping 
others as I am. I respond best to pitches 
from those who are interested in our 
mission and are focused on helping 
others for more than just their own 
benefit. I like to do research on those 
who reach out to me, so having a great 
online presence definitely helps.

There’s more...

Do your homework—don’t submit 
an idea that was just featured in 
the mag or the blog. :)


